Unforgettable

by Charlie Maclean
Unforgettable, Charlie Maclean’s sparkling
debut novel, is a sexy, gritty tale of present day
star-crossed lovers.
A chance encounter throws together Alex, a
restless dreamer and unhappy lawyer searching
for love, and Julia, a headstrong actress
determined to succeed. Unforgettable then splits
and alternates between Alex and Julia’s
breathlessly real love affair, across London and
beyond, and Alex’s downbeat life in Camden
without her. In both lives, Alex’s troubled past
threatens true love and a happy future. Can he
overcome his greatest fears and win Julia’s
heart or will he lose her forever?
One moment. Two lives. One decision.
Unforgettable is a contemporary romantic
fiction novel – unusually, with a male
protagonist – by London and Brighton-based
Charlie Maclean. An exciting new voice in
fiction, his dynamic writing style delivers a
compelling story with a sharp wit, a dreamlike
quality and an irresistible twist.
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About the author and the book:
This literary-romantic drama is Charlie
Maclean’s first full length novel. However, he is
currently writing his next book, this time set in
Brighton. As a passionate storyteller, he has
also drafted TV and films scripts.
Unforgettable’s uniqueness stems from its male
point of view combined with a focus on selfdiscovery and a split story. The novel explores
the idea that life can turn on chance events but,
ultimately, it’s our choice what we make of it.
This highly compelling premise combined with
its universal themes of love, loss, fate and the
possibility of redemption, set to make
Unforgettable the stand-out debut of 2016.
Recommended for the British Book Design and
Production Awards 2016.

